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Clojure for Java DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Write apps for the multithreaded world with Clojure's flavor of functional programming
	
		Discover Clojure's features and advantages and use them in your existing projects
	
		The book is designed so that you'll be able put to use your existing skills and software knowledge...
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Excel 2016 for Marketing Statistics: A Guide to Solving Practical Problems (Excel for Statistics)Springer, 2016

	This is the first book to show the capabilities of Microsoft Excel in teaching marketing statistics effectively. It is a step-by-step exercise-driven guide for students and practitioners who need to master Excel to solve practical marketing problems. If understanding statistics isn’t your strongest suit, you are not especially...
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Big and Complex Data Analysis: Methodologies and Applications (Contributions to Statistics)Springer, 2017

	This volume conveys some of the surprises, puzzles and success stories in high-dimensional and complex data analysis and related fields. Its peer-reviewed contributions showcase recent advances in variable selection, estimation and prediction strategies for a host of useful models, as well as essential new developments in the field.

...
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Learning DevOps: Continuously Deliver Better SoftwarePackt Publishing, 2016

	Learn to use some of the most exciting and powerful tools to deliver world-class quality software with continuous delivery and DevOps


	About This Book

	
		Get to know the background of DevOps so you understand the collaboration between different aspects of an IT organization and a software developer

...
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Teach Yourself Java in 21 Days: Professional Reference Edition (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 1996

	Hello and welcome to Teach Yourself Java in 21 Days! Starting today and for the next few weeks you'll

	learn all about the Java language and how to use it to create programs that run inside Web pages (called

	applets) and programs that can run on their own (called applications).





	That's the overall goal for the...
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High Performance SQL Server: The Go Faster BookApress, 2016

	Design and configure SQL Server instances and databases in support of high-throughput applications that are mission-critical and provide consistent response times in the face of variations in user numbers and query volumes. Learn to configure SQL Server and design your databases to support a given instance and workload. You'll learn...
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Lean Python: Learn Just Enough Python to Build Useful ToolsApress, 2016

	
		Learn only the essential aspects of Python without cluttering up your mind with features you may never use. This compact book is not a "best way to write code" type of book; rather, the author goes over his most-used functions, which are all you need to know as a beginner and some way beyond.

	
		Lean...
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Practical Information Security Management: A Complete Guide to Planning and ImplementationApress, 2016

	Create appropriate, security-focused business propositions that consider the balance between cost, risk, and usability, while starting your journey to become an information security manager. Covering a wealth of information that explains exactly how the industry works today, this book focuses on how you can set up an effective information...
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Python for Graph and Network Analysis (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2017

	This research monograph provides the means to learn the theory and practice of graph and network analysis using the Python programming language. The social network analysis techniques, included, will help readers to efficiently analyze social data from Twitter, Facebook, LiveJournal, GitHub and many others at three levels of depth: ego,...
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Deep Learning: Practical Neural Networks with JavaPackt Publishing, 2017

	Build and run intelligent applications by leveraging key Java machine learning libraries


	About This Book

	
		Develop a sound strategy to solve predictive modelling problems using the most popular machine learning Java libraries.
	
		Explore a broad variety of data processing, machine learning,...
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Copyright Law in the Digital World: Challenges and OpportunitiesSpringer, 2017

	This book addresses the key issues, challenges and implications arising out of changes in the copyright law and corresponding judicial responses. Using concrete examples, the book does not assume any prior knowledge of copyright law, but brings together leading intellectual property researchers to consider the significant role of copyright...
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DNS Security Management (IEEE Press Series on Networks and Service Management)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	An advanced Domain Name System (DNS) security resource that explores the operation of DNS, its vulnerabilities, basic security approaches, and mitigation strategies  


	DNS Security Management offers an overall role-based security approach and discusses the various threats to the Domain Name Systems (DNS). This...
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